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In order to develop effective vaccines, an ability to deliver antigen into antigen 
presenting cells in such a way that the immune responses are induced, must be conquered. 
This study demonstrates that such requirement can be achieved through the combination 
of a magnetic field and the relatively non-toxic composite particles of superparamagnetic 
iron oxide nanoparticles and polymer (SPION-Polymer). In comparison of two biocompatible 
polymers, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and modified poly(acrylic acid) (mPAA), SPION-
PLGA demonstrated stronger magnetic response than SPION-mPAA. We chose SPION-PLGA 
to load bovine serum albumin (BSA, a protein antigen model). The particles were 
characterized using various techniques including transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), infrared 
spectroscopy (IR) and Superconducting Quantum Interference Device-Vibrating Sample 
Magnetometer (SQUID-VSM). 

The SPION-PLGA loading BSA was tested for cytotoxicity and cellular uptake, before 
delivered them into bone-marrow derived primary dendritic cells (BM-DCs). Significant 
enhancement of cellular uptake of the 500 nm BSA-loaded SPION-PLGA particles can be 
achieved under the use of an external magnetic field. Moreover, this combined SPION-PLGA 
carrier and an external magnetic field can significantly enhance BM-DC maturation by 
upregulating MHC II, CD80 and CD86 expression. Immune response induction by this strategy 
is verified through a significant upregulation of the IL-12, IFN-g and IL-6 production. We 
anticipate these findings to be a starting point for vaccine researches involving the combined 
magnetic field and SPION-PLGA composite particles. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of the problem 

Vaccination is one of the most successful prevention of many diseases which 
cause by bacterial, virus or other pathogen infection.[1] Recently, nanoparticles-based 
antigen delivery increasingly plays a role in vaccine development due to many 
advantages such as their ability to carry, transport and protect antigen from enzymatic 
degradation.[1, 2] Moreover, they can act as immune-stimulant adjuvants to provoke 
immune responses.[3] In the vaccination process, after vaccine are added into the 
human body through intradermal or intramuscular injection, the vaccine components 
are taken up into antigen presenting cells (APCs) such as dendritic cells (DCs) and 
macrophages, and then APCs express the specific protein antigen and migrate to 
activate T lymphocytes for generating body immunization.[4] Therefore, APCs play a 
key role to generate the immune in the body so it is important to design the particles 
for targeting to APCs.[5] 

Currently, polymeric nanoparticles are widely used to deliver the antigen 
because there are long chain molecules and multifunctional chemical groups easy to 
design for binding with antigen and stimulating the APCs. However, the polymer-based 
particles often lack of sufficient efficiency uptake into the APCs.[4, 6] Therefore, in this 
work we focus on investigation of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) 
collaborating with polymeric particles for increasing antigen transfection into the APCs. 
The SPIONs have been of significant attention in drug delivery systems because of their 
superparamagnetic character. SPIONs are dispersed well in solutions in absence of a 
magnetic field and can be directed to specific targets under the induction of an 
external magnetic field.[7] Moreover, there are reports indicating that the SPIONs 
exhibited the immunogenicity in activation of APCs in and induction T cells response. 
[8, 9]  
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We hypothesized that the superparamagnetic character and immune induction 
ability of SPIONs are possible for antigen delivery. As mentioned, we proposed the 
novel protein antigen delivery system by using the SPIONs and biocompatible 
polymers: poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and modified Poly(acrylic acid) (mPAA). 
They were investigated for their cellular delivery potential and immunogenicity in 
macrophage cell line and bone-marrow derived DC (BM-DC), respectively. PLGA and 
mPAA was selected because of their high biocompatibility, and ability combinate with 
SPIONs for protein transportation and immune modulation.[10, 11] We foresee that the 
delivery system under an external magnetic field will be a future platform for the 
needle-free immunization. 

1.2 Objectives of this thesis 

1.2.1 To synthesize SPION composite with Polymer: PLGA and mPAA (SPION-
Polymer) for protein delivery. 

1.2.2 To use the obtained SPION-Polymer of different sizes for protein delivery 
and activation of the antigen presenting cells (APCs) under an induction of external 
magnetic field. 

1.3 Scope of this thesis 

Firstly, the SPIONs were synthesized via two different methods: co-precipitation 
and thermal decomposition methods. Then, we selection the suitable shape, size, and 
dispersion of SPION for preparing nanocomposites of SPIONs and polymers PLGA and 
mPAA encapsulating BSA protein. For verification of the structures and their magnetic 
properties, the SPIONs were characterized by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and 
superconducting quantum interference device- Vibrating sample magnetometer 
(SQUID-VSM). Then, the morphology and charge polymers and nanocomposites 
particles were determined by transmission electron microscope (TEM), field emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and zetasizer analysis. Fourier transmission 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) were performed to 
confirm the polymer coating. The concentration of SPION and BSA protein in the 
nanocomposites were investigated by inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
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spectrometer (ICP-OES) and UV- visible spectroscopy, respectively. Furthermore, 
cytotoxicity of particles was analyzed using MTT assay. Fluorescence microscope was 
used to investigate the uptake of nanocomposites into macrophage cells. Finally, the 
promotion of bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BM-DCs) maturation were tested in 
dendritic cells. 



 

 

CHAPTER II 
THEORIES AND LITERATURE REVIEWS 

2.1 Magnetic Nanoparticles and Nanocomposites with Polymers 

2.1.1 Magnetic nanoparticles 

2.1.1.1 Principle of nanoparticles 

Nanoparticles or nanomaterials are often defined as particles in the size range of 
1 to 100 nm, where the particle size of materials is reduced to nanoscale size or 
particles composed of few atoms. The properties of nanomaterials change from bulk 
materials, but are still different from a single atom. It can be mentioned that 
nanoparticles show behavior as intermediate between bulk material and atomic or 
molecular structures. The nanoparticle properties change from bulk because the 
nanoparticle maintain a much greater surface area per unit volume ratio, which has a 
strong influence on the overall properties of particles. Surface atoms are chemically 
more active compared with core atoms due to the lack of their neighboring atoms.[12] 
The novel chemical and physical properties of nanoparticles often change from bulk 
particles such as optical property, conductivity, catalytic activity, magnetic property, 
and band gap energy. Therefore, nanoparticles can be used in many applications such 
as metal nanoparticles have been interested as high performance heterogeneous 
catalysis where the catalytic reaction occurs at the surface. They can also be useful in 
bioapplications especially in drug delivery system because nanoparticles can disperse 
well in solution and their surface can be functionalized for tagging drugs.[13, 14] 

2.1.2.2 Magnetic nanoparticles 

The dominant magnetic nanoparticle properties that are different from bulk 
materials depending on size and surface effects. The summary of magnetic characters 
occurring in different types of magnetism are shown in Figure 2.1. Illustration of bulk 
magnetic material showing ferromagnetic (FM) phase or permanent magnet (Figure 
2.1a). High remanence magnetization (Mr) and high coercivity (Hc) is shown as hysteresis 
curve (Figure2.1c). For antiferromagnetic material (Figure 2.1b), electrons spins 
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alignment in opposite directions with neighboring spins (different sub-lattices) causes 
weak magnetic response as shown in the curve in Figure 2.1f. Figure 2.1d illustrates 
that when bulk FM material size reduce to nanoscale (single domain), it demonstrates 
the superparamagnetic phenomenon, where the magnetic moments fluctuate 
depending on thermal energy. The superparamagnetic character shows no remanence 
nor coercivity, and no hysteresis loop as shown in the magnetization curve similarly to 
paramagnetic materials. Nevertheless, the magnetic response or magnetic 
susceptibility is similar to ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic in that the strong 
magnetization can be observed from intensity of magnetizations. [15, 16] 

 
Figure 2.1 The summary of different magnetic properties from intrinsic properties and 
properties arising when the size decreasing to nanomaterial. The spin arrangement in 
(a) ferromagnet (FM) and (b) antiferromagnet (AFM), (c) a magnetization curve of 
ferromagnetic bulk materials or permanent magnets, (d) the magnetic moments and 
magnetization curve of a superparamagnet (SPM), (e) an interaction at the interface 
layers of a ferromagnetic and an antiferromagnetic produces the exchange bias effect 
and (f) a magnetization curve of antiferromagnetic materials. (D=diameter, Dc=critical 
diameter) [16] 
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The iron oxide nanoparticle is one type of magnetic nanoparticles. It was 
generally called superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (SPION). There are three 

major crystalline structures of iron oxide including magnetite (Fe3O4), maghemite (γ-

Fe2O3) and hematite (α-Fe2O3) structures as shown in Figure 2.2. Hematite is the most 
stable iron oxide under ambient condition, but the magnetic property is 
antiferromagnetic or weakly responsive under a magnetic field. Only magnetite and 
maghemite structures possess ferrimagnetic property, so they show stronger magnetic 
response. The structure of magnetite is a spinel with a formula of AB2O4, and the 
ferrimagnetic structures occur from alternating of Fe(II) and Fe(III) in lattices. Maghemite 
is oxidized product of magnetite that has the same lattice structure but all iron atoms 
are Fe(III). [17] When the bulk iron oxide (ferro- or ferrimagnetic) reduce in size to 
nanoscale, superparamagnetic phenomenon that we mentioned will arise. The iron-
based nanoparticle or SPION become superparamagnetic at diameter of lower than 25 
nm. [18] 

 

 
Figure 2.2  Iron oxide structures: (a) the hematite, (b) magnetite and (c) maghemite 
(the black ball is Fe2+, the green ball is Fe3+ and the red ball is O2−). [17] 

 

2.1.2 Magnetic nanocomposites with polymers 

The nanocomposite is one type of composite materials with a combination of at 
least one nanoparticle combine with different nanoscale components or other bulk 
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matrices such as liposome, porous silica and polymer to improve the nanoparticle 
properties such as electrical, thermal, optical, electrochemical, catalytic properties, 
addition of functional groups and lower toxicity.[19] 

The magnetic nanoparticles or superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle 
(SPIONs) are often coated or encapsulated using polymers to avoid agglomeration and 
modify their properties. In principle, the coating will generate electrostatic repulsion 
or steric repulsion around the SPION, so the SPIONs will disperse well as a stable 
colloid in solvent. SPIONs can be coated with polymers via chemically interaction such 
as covalent linkage, direct conjugation, click chemistry or physically adsorption 
(electrostatic, hydrophilic, hydrophobic interactions). [16, 20]  

In biological applications, the SPIONs are often modified with functional groups 
on their surface for tagging drug, protein or gene and improving other activities. They 
will bind with suitable polymers containing functional groups such as phosphates 
(polyphosphoric acid), carboxylic acids (poly(lactic acid), poly (glycolic acid), poly(e-
caprolactone)), and sulfates (Poly(vinyl sulfate)). 

Moreover, SPIONs can be coated with biocompatible polymers such as 
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), poly(ethylene glycol), dextran, polyacrylic acid and 
chitosan to reduce toxicity. [1, 20] The structure of these polymers are illustrated in 
Figure 2.3. For example: 

 Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) or PLGA is negatively charged polyester, co-polymer 
of glycolic acid and lactic acid, which are biocompatible and biodegradable 
polymers.  

 Poly(ethylene glycol) or PEG is a linear synthetic hydrophilic polyether and 
homopolymer of ethylene oxide. 

 Dextran is a branched polysaccharide consisting of glucose subunits, and it is 
hydrophlilic polymer. 

 Polyacrylic acid is a synthetic homopolymers of acrylic acid, which is a weakly 
negatively charged polymer. 
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 Chitosan is a cationic and hydrophlilic polymer that is biocompatible and 
bioabsorbable polymer.  

 

Figure 2.3 Biocompatible polymer structures illustration: poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), 
poly(ethylene glycol), chitosan, polyacrylic acid and dextran. 

2.1.3 Principle of synthesis 

2.1.3.1 Magnetic nanoparticle synthesis 

2.1.3.1.1 Co-precipitation method 

This method is an easy way to synthesize magnetic nanoparticles in aqueous 

meduim, especially iron oxides nanoparticles (magnetite; Fe3O4 or maghemite; γ-
Fe2O3) from aqueous Fe2+ or Fe3+ salt under basic condition at reaction temperature 
between 20 and 90 °C. The magnetic nanoparticle morphology and composition 
usually depend on the kind of precursor salts such as chloride, sulfate and nitrate 
salts. Moreover, the ratio of Fe2+/Fe3+ ions, pH value, reaction temperature, and ionic 
strength of the solvent can affect the particle morphology. For example, of magnetic 
iron oxide nanoparticles was synthesized using co-precipitation method as shown in 
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Figure 2.4. [21] Generally, this method does not require stabilizing or reducing agents 
in the synthesis, but there are a few researches reported that the polymer stabilizer 
such as polyvinlyalcohol (PVA) was used for controling the nanoparticles sizes. From 
the experiment of co-precipitation synthesis, the saturation magnetization of magnetic 
nanoparticles are found in the range of 30–50 emu/g (for magnetite nanoparticles).[22] 
These values are lower compared to the bulk magnetite material of 90 emu/g. 
However, magnetite (Fe3O4), nanoparticles from this method are not very stable under 

ambient conditions as they are easily oxidized to maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) or dissolved in 
acidic condition. Maghemite exhibits similar ferrimagnet character, but oxidation 
problem is less than magnetitite. Moreover, the maghemite particles remain chemically 
stable under alkaline and acidic conditions. Although this method is easy to use, it is 
difficult to control the particle size, and the resulted particles tend to be 
polydispersed.[16, 21]  

 

Figure 2.4 Scheme for reaction mechanism of magnetic iron oxide (magnetite) 
nanoparticles in aqueous mixture of iron (III) and iron (II) chloride under basic 
condition. [21] 

2.3.1.1.2 Thermal decomposition method 

Thermal decomposition method concept is a synthesis of high quality 
nanomaterials or semiconductor from oxides in non-aqueous media at high 
temperature. The synthesis of high quality magnetic nanoparticles from this method 
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has been developed for control size, shape and monodispersion of magnetic 
nanocrystals using thermal decomposition of organometallic precursors containing 
stabilizing surfactants in high boiling point organic solvents.[23] Normally, the 
precursors are metal organometallic compounds including metal oleate, metal 
acetylacetonates, metal cupferronates, (Metal = Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, Cr). [24, 25] The 
surfactants that are often used include fatty acids, hexadecylamine and oleic acid. In 
theory, the organometallic precursor, the surfactant, and solvent ratios are important 
parameters for the control of the size and morphology of magnetic nanoparticles. 
Moreover, reaction temperature and reaction time may also be essential in control of 
their morphology as exhibited in Figure 2.5. From the schematic illustration of the 
magnetic nanoparticles synthesized at high temperature in absence of surfactants, 
increase of particles size and agglomeration depend on reaction time.[26]  

 

 

Figure 2.5 Schematic of thermal decomposition method at 350 °C various time 
affecting nucleation and growth of the monodisperse nanoparticles.[26] 
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2.1.3.2 Preparation of magnetic nanocomposites with polymer  

The magnetic nanoparticles or SPIONs have been modified with polymers and 
drug/gene by chemical or physical interactions using many methods such as 
conjugation via active ligands, electrostatic interaction, hydrophobic/hydrophilic 
interaction and emulsion/double emulsion method as shown in Table 2.1. [27, 28] The 
modification include: 

 Direct nanoparticle conjugation. The reactive ligands are directly bonded on 
SPION surface with strong interaction. This method is not widely used to 
prepare the SPION-Polymer composite. It is often used for active ligands 
containing small molecules such as folic acid, peptides and antibodies.[20]  

 Electrostatic interaction. This process is commonly used in the SPIONs loading 
plasmid DNA onto their surface. In general, the SPIONs are coated with cationic 
or anionic polymers on their surface, and these ion can interact with opposite 
ion from DNA or protein. Therefore, this method is suitable for carrying plasmid 
DNA, proteins or molecules with charge. 

 Hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions. This method is very useful for adsorbing 
neutral hydrophobic/hydrophilic drugs. The SPIONs are created with 
hydrophobic layers onto their surface that can adsorb hydrophobic polymers 
or drugs, and the drugs easily release in cell when the polymer coating 
degrades. In this method, the particles are sensitive to ambient conditions and 
difficult to control over molecular orientation of bound ligands. Therefore, this 
interaction is appropriate for drug loading and releasing at target cells. 

 Emulsion. This process involves emulsion which is a mixture of two liquid 
phases such as water and oil phases that can emulsified with polymer 
containing both polar and non-polar functional groups. For controlling the 
stability of colloid emulsion, oil in water (o/w) phase can be performed using 
mechanical homogenizer or sonicator in presence of surfactants or emulsifiers 
and the non-polar molecule in oil will be encapsulated in the polar part of the 
surfactant. The double emulsion is similar to emulsion method, but there are 
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three phases of liquid such as water in oil in water (w/o/w). This process 
benefits for encapsulating drugs or other molecules that can be control 
released in various conditions.  
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Table 2.1 Examples of SPION surface modification with polymers using various 
chemical and physical interactions. [20] 

 

 

2.2 Principle of Immune System and Vaccine Delivery 

2.2.1 Principle of immune system and immune response  

The immune system is a defense system (against diseases) of human or animal 
body that consists of several biological structures and involving many processes in 
organisms. There are two types of immunities divided by the difference in specificity, 
which are innate and the adaptive immunities. Figure 2.6 shows two types of immune 
cells: the innate cells (dendritic, granulocytes, mast cells, natural killer cells and 
macrophage cells) and adaptive cells (T cell and B cell lymphocytes). Moreover, 
natural killer T cells and γδT cells are at the interface of innate and adaptive systems. 
Innate immunity is the first line defense that provide immediate host defense, but it 
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lacks of specificity and has risk to damage normal tissues. This immune is greatly seen 
in many species even the simplest. Adaptive immunity or specific immunity is found 
in higher animals such as human. This immune consists of antibody-specific reactions 
against the antigen from pathogens. The adaptive response is very specific, and it can 
create immunological memory, but it takes much time (several days or weeks) to 
develop more robust and rapid responses.[29, 30]  

 

Figure 2.6 Illustration of the immune cells divide into two major types: innate and 
adaptive immunities with the straddle at the interface.[30] 

In immune system, innate and adaptive immunities are in collaboration, leading 
to high potential to fight against the pathogens. Innate immunity is the first line 
defense. In addition, this system comprises an antigen presenting cell (APC), including 
dendritic cells (DCs), macrophages and B cells, which bridge between innate and 
adaptive immunity. Figure 2.7 demonstrates the activation of adaptive immunity by 
DCs, the most potent APCs. After DCs are activated by pathogens or vaccine via 
intramuscular, intradermal, oral, or mucosal routes (Figure 2.7a), they undergo 
maturation and migrate to lymphoid organs via lymphatic systems (Figure 2.7b). 
Subsequently, DCs present antigen via major histocompatibility complex (MHC) to 
activate T cells. Moreover, DCs secrete cytokines to control and direct T cell 
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differentiation. Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs, effector CD8 T cells) are important to 
fight against intracellular pathogens, virus and cancer, while T helper (Th) cells (effector 
CD4 T cells) secrete cytokine to support antibody production from B cells and exert 
other immune and non-immune cell functions. 

 

Figure 2.7 The illustration of how pathogen or vaccine particles induce innate and 
adaptive immune responses. (a) Vaccines are taken via intramuscular, intradermal or 
other ways, and then they confront the local immune cells such as DCs. (b) The 
antigens induce DC maturation and migration from muscle to lymphoid organs 
through blood or lymphatic systems. (c) DCs present an antigen to CD8 and CD4 T 
cell via MHC I and class II, respectively. In addition DCs express co-stimulatory 
molecules to activate T cells. After activation, CD8 T cell differentiate to CTLs and 
CD4 T cell differentiate to Th cells. CTLs directly killing the target cells infected by 
pathogens while T helper (Th) cells support B cells to generate antibody, and help 
other cells. [31] 
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2.2.2 Principle of vaccine delivery 

Vaccination is the most proficient way to prevent or reduce risk of infection 
caused by bacteria, viruses, or other pathogens. There are several types of prophylaxis 
vaccines of infectious diseases such as measles, rubella, tetanus, pertussis and yellow 
fever, leading to the decrease in global death. The conventional vaccine made from 
attenuated or inactive pathogens, which is successfully protect against infectious 
disease. However, there is a safety concern of the conventional vaccine since those 
attenuated or inactive pathogens may become active inside human body. In addition, 
this the vaccine contains some dangerous part of pathogen so it can cause immune-
adverse effects. Therefore the development of subunit vaccine, adjuvant and vaccine 
delivery system is essential strategy for future vaccine. 

Recently, micro- or nanoparticle-based adjuvant (commonly polymer-based) is 
more advantageous than traditional vaccine due to its safety, and its properties of 
pathogen mimicking in size and structure, leading to the preferential interaction with 
APCs. Moreover, the particle can protect an antigen from rapid enzymatic degradation 
and denaturation. Thus, the particle-based adjuvant is turning into a promising tool for 
the potential antigen carrier to target on APCs.[1] 

 The particle-based vaccine delivery injected via intramuscular or intradermal 
route provides a longer time for antigen uptake and enhance APC activation as shown 
in Figure 2.8.[1, 32] In some strategies, the particle is designed to help an antigen 
escape from a lysosome. By this process, the strong CTL response is generated (Figure 
2.9). The positive charge of particles is preferred for endosomal escape because it can 
lead to osmotic swelling and physical rupture of lysosome. However, the high-positive 
charge polymer is of concern due to their cytoxicity.  

In the vaccine delivery experiment, there are two major types of the cell divided 
from sources of cells. The two types of cells are cell line and primary cell. Cell lines 
are continually passaged cells over a long time period and they are a pure population 
(same homogenous genotypic and phenotypic characteristics), so they can give 
reproducible results. The cell lines have acquired the ability to proliferate indefinitely, 
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occasionally through modifications. These cells are easy to use and cost cheaper than 
primary cells, but they are less biologically relevant as they have lost some 
characteristics of the original tissue because they were isolated from the tissues for a 
long time. The common immune cell lines are such as macrophage cell line (Raw 
264.7 and J774A.1 cells) and dendritic cell lines (Jaw II cells). [33] 

For the primary cells, they are isolated directly from animal or human tissue and 
the cells cannot be passaged and kept for a long period of time. They are carefully 
cultured in well-controlled environment supported with medium containing essential 
nutrients and growth factors, so it is high cost to support their proliferation. However, 
they have more advantages compared to cell lines such as they have true 
characteristics of the tissue, so they can represent the cells in various organs. The 
immune primary cells are usually from bone marrow cells such as bone marrow 
dendritic cells (BM-DCs) and macrophage cells (BM-MCs). [34] 

 

Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram of immunological mechanism of micro- or 
nanoparticles adjuvant carrying antigen [1] 
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Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of immunological mechanism of endosome escape 
enhancement using the particle carriers (Gel MP) in vaccine delivery system [1] 

 

2.2.3 Principle of cytotoxicity testing (MTT assay) 

The MTT assay or 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide 
reduction assay is a colorimetric detection for analysis of cell viability assessing from 
cell metabolic activity. In the viable cells, mitochondrial reductase or NADPH 
oxidoreductase enzymes are present, and this enzyme can reduce the MTT (yellow) 
to formazan (purple) as exhibited in Figure 2.10. The color change is determined using 
the absorbance at the wavelength of 570 nm (formazan color), which is related to 
number of survival cells. This technique is easy, but there is a limit on detection 
accuracy as it depends on the cellular metabolic activity. The cells may not die, but 
they have low metabolic activity and give positive results. 
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Figure 2.10 Reaction of MTT (yellow)) with mitochondrial reductase to yield the 
Formazan product (purple).[35] 

2.2.4 Principle of measurement of immune response 

The immune response is usually detected from the surface maturation marker 
expression and cytokine production from antigen presenting cells using flow cytometry 
and ELISA, respectively. The detail of these processes are discussed below. 

2.2.3.2 Flow cytometry analysis (FACs) 

Flow cytometry analysis is a technique widely used to measure the maturation 
marker on the cell surface because it can detect the population of cells. The flow 
cytometry is a laser-based detection that measures single flowing of cells through a 
detector system as shown in Figure 2.11. In the first step, the cells are stained using 
fluorescent-labeled antibodies specific with cell surface marker of interest. Then, the 
cells are introduced into the flow cytometer toward a laser. The fluorescent dyes to 
bind with antibody (fluorophores) are selected based on the specific wavelength of 
the laser. If cells process the marker on the surface, the bound antibody–fluorophore 
will absorb the laser energy in form of light and release energy at specific wavelength 
when the cells pass through the laser. The emitted light is detected by a fluorescent 
detector (Figure 2.11 No.2-3). Furthermore, the size and complexity of cells are 
measured using the light forward and side scattering (FSC and SSC) simultaneously.[36] 
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Figure 2.11 Schematic diagram of a flow cytometer illustrates the cells staining and 
apparatus in a flow cytometer (1) Forward-scatter detector, (2) side-scatter detector, 
(3) fluorescence detector, (4) filters and mirrors, and (5) charged deflection plates. 
(FSC = forward scattering and SSC = side scattering) [36] 

 

2.2.3.3 Sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Sandwich ELISA) 

The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay or ELISA is a detection of a color 
change of substances when the antibody binds to its specific antigen such as cytokines 
or other proteins.   The schematic process is demonstrated in Figure 2.12. For Sandwich 
ELISA technique, at first, the capture antibody is immobilized on the micro-plate 
surface. Then, the samples containing the cytokine (or target protein) are added. 
Subsequently, the enzyme HRP-tagged detection antibody is added to bind to the 
cytokine. Finally, TMB (3,3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine) substrate is added to react with 
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the HRP enzyme, and this reaction generate the blue color product. If the cell samples 
can secrete the specific cytokine, we can detect amount of the cytokine by measuring 
the absorbance of the blue color product. [37] 

 

Figure 2.12 Schematic representation of sandwich ELISA process. [37] 

 

2.3 Literature Reviews 

2.3.1 Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) in drug delivery 

The superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) are widely used in 
biomedical applications especially drug and gene delivery systems because of their 
superparamagnetic character as mentioned above. However, SPIONs lack of functional 
groups for loading of drugs. Therefore, many researches studied about the SPIONs 
collaborated with polymers for tagging the drug and gene and reducing SPIONs toxicity 
for used in delivery system.  

In previous researches of SPIONs composited with polymer were used in drug 
and gene delivery to treatment cancer cells in vitro such as Yu and co-workers (2015). 
They prepared a composite of SPIONs with anticancer drug (sorafenib) encapsulated in 
PLGA (poly(lactide-co-glycolide)) for liver cancer therapeutics. The results showed that 
particles enhanced drug uptake and effectively inhibited the cancer cells colony 
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comparing to the cells with only sorafenib drug as shown in Figure 2.13. Tingting and 
co-workers (2016) synthesized SPIONs coated with silica and polyethylenimine (PEI) for 
doxorubicin (DOX) drug and gene delivery to the tumor cells in vitro. The synthesized 
nanocomposites with the sizes of 200 nm could deliver the drug and gene to treat the 
tumor cells and inhibit the tumor cell proliferations under an induction of a magnetic 
field. Moreover, this nanocomposite without the drug/gene was not toxic to the normal 
cells (HUVECs cell). [38]  

Moreover, from the work by Beibei and co-workers (2016), magnetic 
nanoparticles (SPIONs) and the drug model were encapsulated in thermo-sensitive 
PNIPAM polymer (poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)) and silica for cancer thermo-
chemotherapy. The investigation found that SPION/PNIPAM/silica particles could 
potentially deliver the drug model to the cancer cells under an external magnetic field 
with the control of drug release at 45 °C.[39] 

 

Figure 2.13 Schematic representation of folate conjugated PLGA encapsulating 
sorafenib and SPIONs for cancer cells treatment with various formulations (SRF = 
sorafenib drug, MNP = magnetic nanoparticles and FA = folic acid). 
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There are investigation on the drug delivery system in vivo study using SPIONs-
polymer composites such as a research by Yanna and co-workers (2016). The prepared 
magnetic nanoparticle (MNP) encapsulated in PLGA were coated with transferrin 
receptor-binding peptide T7 for co-delivery of paclitaxel and curcumin drug for brain 
tumor therapy in vivo (Figure 2.14). The results showed that in presence of an external 
magnetic field, the SPIONs-PLGA can enhance delivery of paclitaxel and curcumin drug 
to tumor cells and inhibit the brain tumor cells proliferation (in vitro). Moreover, this 
system can enhance delivery to targeting mice brain as shown in Figure 2.14(b) 
(MNP/T7-PLGA + MAG; blue signal showed the most intensity of particles into the brain 
tumor cells). The system exhibited improved glioma therapy efficacy because of 
receptor- mediated (T7) and magnetic-guided of the particles.[40] 

 

Figure 2.14 Schematic Illustration of MNP/T7-PLGA particles and tumor-targeting 
delivery via the T7-mediated and magnetic-guided (upper figure). The nanoparticle 
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distribution in mice imaging after injection via tail vein at 4 hours (MAG = magnet) 
(lower figure).[40] 

 Besides the cancer cells treatment, the SPIONs collaborated with polymer were 
used in other deliver systems such as SPIONs-PLGA containing amoxicillin drug to treat 
disease sites at the gastrointestinal tract under a magnetic induction and control 
release (PLGA can degrade at low pH of gastrointestinal tract). [21] In addition, 
polyacrylic acid-coated SPIONs were used in anti-mycobacteria delivery drug for 
tuberculosis (TB) therapy. The results showed that this system could enhance the 
inhibition of bacterial growth, and non-toxic to normal cells. 

 2.3.2 Polymer-based micro/nanoparticles design for vaccine delivery 

The polymer-based particles are widely used in vaccine delivery system due to 
the ability to tune the functional group, morphology and other advantages mentioned 
before. Therefore, there are many previous studies showing the design of the size, 
shape, charge and hydrophobicity of the polymer for better uptake and stimulating 
the APCs. 

Particle size plays a crucial role in antigen loading, particles uptake into the cells 
and may affect immune responses. Kanchan and Panda (2007) studied the effect of 
the size of antigen-loaded polylactide (PLA) particles on macrophage cell line (J774A.1) 
interaction and the immune response. The PLA microparticles (20 µm) showed the 
most antigen loading but their size is similar to the size of J774A.1, thus they could 
not penetrate into the J774A.1. PLA microparticles (2–8 µm) could load more antigen 
and continuously release antigen resulting in higher J774A.1 response than 
nanoparticle size. However, PLA nanoparticles (400 nm) are efficiently phagocytosed 
by APCs (J774A.1) and promote cell mediated immune response but with lower 
response because of less antigen loading.[41]  

Manolova and co-worker (2008) observed efficiency of polystyrene particles 
tagged with fluorescence dye with the size of 20, 500 and 1000 nm to dendritic cells 
uptake and kinetics of transfer to the lymph node. The results showed that particle 
size of 20 nm is the fastest uptake into dendritic cells and had already arrived in 
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popliteal lymph node after 2 h injection because they are very small, and their sizes 
are similar to virus, which is known to be well transfect into immune cells. In contrast, 
the particles sizes of 500 and 1000 nm remained at the injection site. [42] 

Moreover, Yue and co-workers (2010) investigated the effect of chitosan particles 
with the size ranging between 430 nm and 4.3 µm for murine macrophage cells 
(J774A.1) uptake and activation (Figure 2.15). The particle size of 430 nm showed high 
internalization to J774A.1 cells, and this size can activate the cells to express 
maturation marker such as cluster of differentiation CD80 and CD86, and secret the 

cytokine IL-10, IL-12, TNF-α and IFN-γ more the particles of the larger sizes (1.9 and 
4.8 µm).[43] 
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Figure 2.15 Confocal microscope images of macrophages (J774A.1) after 24 h 
incubation with 300 µg/mL of 430 nm (A), 1.9 µm (B) and 4.8 µm (C) chitosan particles 
(upper figures). Cytokine production (A-D) and surface marker (E-F) of J774A.1 after 
activation with particle of different sizes (lower figures). 
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Particle surface charge is one of important features that affects the distribution, 
the APCs uptake, immune response and cytotoxicity. Yue and co-worker (2011) 
investigated effect of the chitosan-based nanoparticles (size 200 nm) surface charge 
on the cells line (epithelial, endothelial and blood cells) uptake and intracellular 
trafficking. From the results, positive charge could increase the cellular uptake more 
than neutral and negative charge because cell membrane is negatively charged, and 
positively charged particles could escape from lysosome after cellular uptake.[44]  

Chen and co-worker (2014) prepared PLA particles (size 800 nm) of various 
surface charges (-17 to +33 mV of zeta potential) for investigation of vaccine delivery 
systems effect on the mice and detection immune response of the macrophage cells. 
This study revealed that cationic surface of modified PLA could be effective for antigen 
loading and enhancement in antigen uptake by APCs, leading to the promotion of the 
cytokines production better than PLA with other charges (Figure 2.16). However, the 
surface molecule expression (MHC I, MHC II and CD86) did not show significantly 
difference between the most positively charged PEI-PLA (+33 mV) and moderate 
positively charged CSC-PLA (+16 mV).[45] 
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Figure 2.16 Zetasizer analysis of surface charge on PLA modified with chitosan (CS), 
chitosan chloride (CSC) and polyethylenimine (PEI) (upper figure). MFI graph and 
fluorescent microscope images of distribution of particles and the antigen (Ag) delivery 
to macrophage cells, B-G, showing Ag and particles-based carriers as listed in graph 
A (lower figures). (MFI = mean fluorescence intensity from flow cytometry analysis, 
Green and Red signals represent particles and cell membrane, respectively) 

 

Surface hydrophobicity also plays an essential role in the interaction between 
particles and APCs. Liu and co-worker (2013) observed the various hydrophobicity of 
polymer microparticles (1 µm in diameter) including poly(D,L-lactic acid) (PLA), 
poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and poly(monomethoxypolyethylene glycol-co-
D,L-lactide) (PELA) in dendritic cell internalization and immune response. The contact 
angles (Figure 2.17) showed that PLA exhibits highest contact angle (90°) or the 
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strongest hydrophobicity. The increased surface hydrophobicity (PLA microparticles) 
greatly promoted more antigen into dendritic cells as observed from MHC II and CD86 
expression on the cells. Owing to the cell membranes forming lipid bilayer, they exhibit 
a hydrophobicity between the layers. Therefore, strong hydrophobic and high-
molecular weight polymers particles tend to show more efficient and rapid cellular 
uptake. [46] 

 

 

Figure 2.17 Contact angles of various polymeric particles for evaluation of 
hydrophobicities and SEM images of particles for observation of their shapes and sizes. 

 

Finally, particle shape is an integral property that is believed to be associated 
with their uptake efficacy. Nevertheless, the shape effect are difficult to study because 
non-spherical shape are difficult to synthesize upon limited material choices and 
restricted techniques. Therefore, there are few reports studied the effect of shapes on 
the cellular uptake but no report involved the effect on immune response. Barua and 
co-worker (2013) investigated the interaction of the polystyrene of nanospherical, 
nanorod and nanodisk shapes to three types of breast cancer cell lines and the effect 
of shapes on cellular uptake. The results showed that nanorods and nanospheres were 
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quickly internalized to cells depending on the breast cancer cell types.[47] Moreover, 
another investigation found that the cellular uptake behavior of nanospheres and 
nanorods in the interplay with different kinds of cells (including endothelia cells and 
macrophages).[1] 

To summarize, the small particles with the size less than 500 nm showed 
enhancement in cellular uptake. Moreover, the particles of very small size of around 
10 to 20 nm cloud drain lymph nodes and activated the immune cells very well, but 
they were reported to cause potential cytotoxicity. For the particle surface charges, 
the positively charged particles demonstrated effectiveness in tagging the antigen 
(electrostatic interaction) and enhancing cellular uptake and immune response due to 
the negative charged on cell membrane could well interact with positively charged 
particles. Nevertheless, the very highly positively charged particles such as PEI polymer 
exhibited higher toxic than the slightly positively charge and the negatively charged 
particles. Moreover, the high hydrophobicity polymer-based particles and nanorod or 
spherical shape displayed rapid APCs uptake because of the reasons that we 
mentioned before. [1, 48]  

From literature reviews of polymer-based particles on immune response, it is a 
tendency that highly particles uptake is related to high immune response. Moreover, 
previous reports showed the SPIONs can enhance the drug uptake into the cells. The 
PLGA is one of the interesting polymers that is widely used to modify the SPIONs 
because it is biocompatible polymer, and it can gradually release drug at the targeting 
organs. However, the report of SPIONs encapsulated into PLGA for vaccine delivery 
system were not found. Therefore, I am interested in the SPIONs incorporated with 
PLGA or other biocompatible polymer for enhancing the cellular uptake and APCs 
activation. Furthermore, the spherical particles with size 500 nm and below were 
reported to be the suitable range for vaccine delivery and chosen in this study.



 

 

CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTS 

The experimental section is divided into three parts. The first part is the synthesis 
of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs), the second part is the 
preparation SPIONs composited with the biocompatible polymers, and the last part is 
the investigation of SPIONs-polymer particles in delivery of the protein (BSA/SPIONs-
Polymer) for activation the immune cells in vitro. 

The instruments, chemicals, and biological reagents which are used for the 
syntheses of SPIONs, SPIONs-polymer and their immunological response were listed 
below. 

Table 3.1 List of instruments 
The Instrument Model 
X-ray Powder Diffraction Spectrometer (XRD) DMAX2200/Ultima+ (Rigaku) 
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) Tecnai F20 (Philips Electron Optics) 
Fourier Transform Infared Spectrometer 
(FTIR) 

Impact 410 (Nicolet) 

Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical 
Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES) 

Perkin Elmer Optima 2100 

Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope 
(FESEM) 

JSM7610F (JEOL) 

Centrifuge Centaur 2 (Sanyo) 
Magnetic Stirrer MS 101 (Gem) 
Handheld Homogenizer D-160 Handheld Homogenizer (D 

Lab Instruments Limited) 
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) Pyris 1 TGA (Perkin Elmer) 
Vibrating-Sample Magnetometer (VSM) LakeShore Model 7404 
Particle Size Distribution Analyzer (ZSP) Zetasizer ZSP 
UV-Visible Spectrophotometer HP 8453 
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Microplate Reader Biochrom Anthos Zenyth 200 
Microplate Reader 

Fluorescence Microscope BX50 (Olympus) 
Flow Cytometric Analysis (FACS)  FACS CaliburTM (BD Bioscience) 
pH meter Eutech 
Superconducting Quantum Interference 
Device-Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 
(SQUID-VSM) 

Quantum Design MPMS 

 

Table 3.2 List of chemical 
Chemical Suppliers 
Iron (III) chloride (FeCl3) Aldrich 
Iron (II) chloride (FeCl2) Aldrich 
Oleic acid (C16H34O2) Merck 
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) Merck (pellet for analysis) 
Ammonium hydroxide 25% (NH4OH) ACl Labscan 
Ethanol (C2H5OH) Merck 
n-Hexane (C6H14) Carlo erba 
1-Octadecene (C18H36) Aldrich (technical grade) 
Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) Merck (AR grade 25%) 
2-Propanol (C3H7OH) Univar (AR grade) 
Dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) Lab scan (AR grade) 
Resomer® RG 504 H, Poly(D,L-lactide-co-
gylcolide) (PLGA) MW. = 38,000-54,000 g/mol 

Aldrich 

Poly(acrylic acid) MW. = 9,000-10,000 g/mol Sigma 
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) MW. ≈ 1,800 g/mol Aldrich 
Poly-L-lysine hydrobromide Sigma 
5-Carboxy-tetramethylrhodamineN-succinimidyl 
ester (TAMRA) 

Sigma 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) VWR international 
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Chloroform ACl Labscan 
n-Octylamine Sigma 
Dimethylformamide (DMF) ACl Labscan 
1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 
hydrochloride (EDC) 

Chem-Impex 

Sodium hydroxide pellet (NaOH) Univar 
Hydrochloric acid (HCl) ACl Labscan 
Paraformaldehyde Sigma 
Disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4) Univar 
Potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate (KH2PO4) Univar 
Sodium Chloride (NaCl) Univar 
Potassium Chloride (KCl) Univar 
4′,6-Diamidine-2′-phenylindole dihydrochloride 
(DAPI) 

Sigma 

5-TAMRA, SE (5-Carboxytetramethylrhodamine, 
Succinimidyl Ester (TAMRA) 

Sigma 

 

Table 3.3 List of biological reagents 
Biological reagents Suppliers 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) GibcoTM Life Technologies 
Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI 
1640) 

GibcoTM Life Technologies 

Sodium pyruvate GibcoTM Life Technologies 
Glutamax  GibcoTM Life Technologies 
Fetal bovine serum (FBS) GibcoTM Life Technologies 
Penicillin-streptomycin GibcoTM Life Technologies 
ELISA kits Biolegend 
Purified anti-mouse CD16/32 monoclonal 
antibody (mAb)  

Biolegend 

PerCP/Cy5.5-labeled anti-mouse I-A/I-E mAb  Biolegend 
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FITC- labeled anti-mouse CD80 mAb Biolegend 
APC- labeled anti-mouse CD11c mAb Biolegend 
PE- labeled anti-mouse CD86 mAb eBioscience 
TWEEN® 20 for molecular biology VWR Amresco 
(3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide) (MTT) 

Invitrogen 

Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) VWR Amresco 
 

3.1 Synthesis of Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles (SPIONs)  

3.1.1 Synthesis of SPIONs using a thermal decomposition method  

The SPIONs were synthesized using a thermal decomposition method as has 
been previously report[25] according to reaction equations 3.1 and 3.2.  

 
Firstly, Fe(oleate)3 was prepared as a precursor starting  8 mmol of iron (III) 

chloride was dissolved in 10 mL of de-ionized (DI) water. Then, sodium hydroxide 
solution was prepared by dissolving 24 mmol of sodium hydroxide in 10 mL of DI 
water. 24 mmol of oleic acid was added in a round bottom flask, and sodium hydroxide 
solution was added to mix with oleic acid. Subsequently, iron (III) chloride solution and 
mixture of DI water:ethanol:hexane 12:16:28 by volume (mL) were added into the 
solution in the round bottom flask. Then, the mixture was stirred and refluxed at 70 
°C for 4 hours (Equation 3.1). Next step, Fe(oleate)3 was dispersed in hexane layer, so 
the Fe(oleate)3 in mixture was washed using DI water for three times to remove and 
hexane layer was collected. The Fe(oleate)3 in hexane was evaporated using rotary 
evaporation. Finally, synthesis of SPIONs by thermal decomposition method, The 
mixture of oleic acid:Fe(oleate)3:1-octadecence as 1:6:38 (by mol) was gradually heated 
to 320 °C with rate of 3.3 °C per minute and holed at this temperature for 30 minutes 
under N2 atmosphere. Then the temperature was reduced to 160 °C under air 

FeCl3 + 3Na(OOC17H33)    Fe(OOC17H33)3 + 3NaCl  --- (3.1) 

Fe(OOC17H33)3      Fe3O4 nanosperical    --- (3.2) 
Thermal decomposition 
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atmosphere (Equation 3.2). Finally, SPIONs were washed several times with ethanol 
with hexane ratio of 10:1. 

3.1.2 Synthesis of SPIONs using a co-precipitation method 

For synthesis using chemical co-precipitation method, it was prepared according 
to previous research (Equation 3.3).[21]  

 

 
Firstly, 0.32 g of FeCl24H2O was mixed with 0.75 g of FeCl36H2O in 32 mL DI 

water and continuously stirred under nitrogen atmosphere at 80 °C for 1 hour. 4.5 mL 
of 25% NH3 aqueous solution was rapidly added into the solution and stirred for 1 
hour until precipitation appeared. Finally, after the reaction mixture was cooled to 
room temperature, and the precipitated particles were washed several times with hot 
water and separated by a magnet. 

 

3.2 Preparation of BSA/SPIONs-Polymer 

3.2.1 SPION-coated with modified poly(acrylic acid) (SPIONs-mPAA) 

The modified poly(acrylic acid) or mPAA was prepared by functionalization 
coupling a fraction of carboxylic acid groups of poly(acrylic acid) (MW. 1800 g/mol) with 
n-octylamine (around 30%) following Figure 3.1.[49] Firstly, poly(acrylic acid) (1.73 g, 
0.96 mmol) was mixed with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 
hydrochloride (EDC) (2.30 g) and dimethylformamide (DMF) (15 mL) was added  into 
the mixture under vacuum. Then, 1.6 mL n-octylamine (0.96 mmol) was gradually 
dropped and continuously stirred under nitrogen atmosphere for 16 hours. DMF was 
separated from mPAA using a rotary evaporation at 80 °C. Subsequently, the obtained 
mPAA was precipitated and washed using DI water, ethyl acetate. Then, pH of solution 
was adjusted to 9 using NH4OH, and the aqueous layer was collected to precipitate 

2FeCl3 + FeCl2 + 8NH4OH    Fe3O4 + 4H2O + 8NH4Cl  --- (3.3) 
pH ≈ 9 

 80 °C 
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using hydrochloric acid at pH 3. Finally, the pH of mPAA was adjusted to pH 7, and the 
polymer was freeze dried to remove water to yield white powder product. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of reaction for modified poly acrylic acid (mPAA) 
preparation. 

The SPIONs modified with mPAA containing BSA protein (BSA/SPION-mPAA) was 
prepared according to Figure 3.2. The polymer mPAA (20 mg) was dissolved in 5 mL 
chloroform and adjusted to pH 8 using 10 µL of 25% NH3 aqueous solution. Then, the 
solution was stirred, and 20 mg MNP in 1 mL chloroform was gradually dropped into 
the solution. The solution was continuously stirred for 1.5 h. Subsequently, the clearly 
brown solution was evaporated, and PBS buffer pH 7.4 was gradually dropped under 
magnetic stirring. Moreover, the SPION-mPAA coated with 10 mg BSA protein was 
prepared. BSA in PBS buffer was added into the SPION-mPAA solution and stirred for 
12 h.  

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of preparation of SPIONs coated with mPAA 
containing BSA (BSA/SPION-mPAA). 
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3.2.2 SPIONs-coated with Poly(D,L-lactide-co-gylcolide) (SPIONs-PLGA) 

The SPIONs was encapsulated in Poly(D,L-lactide-co-gylcolide) (SPIONs-PLGA) 
using emulsion and SPIONs-PLGA containing BSA protein (BSA/SPIONs-PLGA) using 
double emulsion method according to Figure 3.3. In this process, SPIONs with oleic 
acid stabilized on their surface in hexane were dried under vacuum. 25 mg dried SPIONs 
and 100 mg PLGA were dissolved in 10 mL dichloromethane as the oil phase, while 25 
mg BSA protein was dissolved in 0.5 mL DI water as the water phase. The two phases 
were then mixed together using a handheld homogenizer (22,000 rpm). After 1 min, 
120 mg PVA in 30 mL DI water were added into the oily mixture, and the mixture was 
continuously homogenized for 2 min at room temperature. Finally, dichloromethane 
was removed by magnetically stirring for 2 h at room temperature.[21] 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Schematic of preparation of (A) PLGA encapsulating SPIONs (SPIONs-
PLGA) and (B) PLGA encapsulating SPIONs and BSA (BSA/SPIONs-PLGA) 

 BSA was tagged with TAMRA for cellular uptake experiment using a molar ratio 
of BSA (MW. 60 kDa) to TAMRA (547 g/mol) of 5: 1.  25 mg BSA in 5 mL DI water was 
mixed with 200 µg TAMRA in 40 µL DMSO for 20 minutes. Then, the TAMRA-BSA was 
washed with DI water using centrifuge dialysis for separating the TAMRA-BSA from the 
excess TAMRA. BSA/ SPION-PLGA and SPION-PLGA-tagged TAMRA were prepared using 
double emulsion method as for BSA/SPION-PLGA where TAMRA and BSA-labeled 
TAMRA are in the water phase.  

A 

B 
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3.3 Particles Characterization 

The crystalline phase of the prepared materials was elucidated using X-ray 
powder diffraction spectrometer (XRD) analysis (DMAX2200/Ultima-plus instrument, 
Rigaku, Japan) with Cu K radiation (1.5418 A° source (40kV, 30mA). The samples were 
placed on a glass holder at scans 25°C in steps of 0.03° over 2-theta ranging from 20° 
to 80°. 

Morphology and composition of the prepared materials were elucidated using a 
transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Tecnai F20, Philips Electron Optics, Holland), 
a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) (JSM7610F, JEOL, Japan) and 
scanning electron microscope-energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX). The 
solution of samples in hexane or water were dropped on a carbon-coated copper grid 
for TEM and a glass sticked onto a stub holder for FESEM. Then, samples were dried 
at room temperature. Moreover, a particle size distribution analyzer (ZSP; Zetasizer, 
Malvern Instruments Ltd, UK) was performed to determined particles size and charge. 
The samples were dispersed in 0.01X PBS buffer pH 7 before they were filled in 
Zetasizer cell holder. 

Fourier transform infrared spectra for confirmation of polymer-modified SPIONs 
were recorded on Nicolet 6700 FT-IR spectrometer. The powder of SPIONs, polymers 
and their composites were mixed with KBr (ratio 1:1000). The mixed powder was 
compressed using a hydraulic compressor into film samples. 

For the magnetic properties determination of the samples magnetization and 
blocking temperature were measured using a Superconducting Quantum Interference 
Device-Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (SQUID-VSM) (Quantum Design). The sample 
was prepared using drop coating SPION 10 µL on a semi-cylindrical quartz sample 
holder. The (GE) 7031 varnish was used to glue the sample to the sample holder under 
standard curing time of 30 min at room temperature. The investigated samples were 
attached to a quartz sample holder by dilute glue. The temperature dependent 
magnetization, M-T curve, was measured at a stepwise increase of temperature from 
15 K to 350 K in an applied magnetic field of Happ = 500 Oe, whereas magnetic 
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hysteresis loops, M-H curves, were collected at 15 K and 350 K. The calculation of 
magnetic response in unit emu/g were analyzed the SPIONs (Fe) weight using ICP-OES. 

The PLGA particles stability in DMEM media were observed as the changing in 
particle sizes and morphology after periodical observation of the aqueous suspension 
of the particles (1 mg/mL in water) by FESEM after to duration of the 1 to 7 days 
storage at 37°C under 5% CO2 similar to cells culturing condition. 

 

3.4 SPION and BSA Protein Loading Content 

Amount of BSA loading in the obtained BSA/PLGA and BSA/SPION-PLGA particles 
was elucidated by extracting the BSA from the particles and quantifying the extracted 
BSA by UV spectroscopy. To extract out the loaded BSA, the freeze dried BSA/SPION-
PLGA particles were dissolved in dichloromethane (to dissolve PLGA), and the mixture 
was centrifuged at 6000 rcf for 5 min to collect the of protein precipitates. The pellet 
was reconstituted in PBS buffer, pH 7.4, and the concentration of BSA in the obtained 
solution was quantified using a UV-Visible Spectrometry (HP 8453; Germany) at 279 nm 
with the aid of calibration of BSA standards prepared in the same PBS buffer.[50]  

Loading of SPIONs in the SPION-PLGA particles and BSA/SPION-PLGA particles was 
investigated through the iron content of the particles. The sample particles were 
immersed in 37% hydrochloric acid for 3 h, and water was added to dilute the mixture 
to 5% HCl. Then, the mixture was filtrated with 0.2 micrometer nylon syringe filter 
(VertiCleanTM). The iron content was determined using an Inductively-Coupled Plasma 
Optical Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES; Perkin Elmer Optima 2100). 

 

3.5 Cytotoxicity Testing 

The macrophage cells line (RAW 264.7) were used to measure the cytotoxicity 
of the obtained particles using MTT cell viability assay.[51] The cells were cultured in 
DMEM media with supplementary reagents 10% FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 
µg/mL streptomycin, 4mM L-glutamax, and 1 mM sodium pyruvate. The cells were 
cultured in the petri dish and incubated in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37 
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°C. Then, the cells were transferred to a 96 well-plate at the concentration of 5,000 to 
30,000 cells/well in 200 µL DMEM media and cultured for 24 h to allow the cells to 
adhere on the plate. Subsequently, the SPIONs and their composites were incubated 
with the cells for the cytotoxicity testing using particles solution 20 µL with 
concentration range of 10 to 1000 µg/mL for 24 to 48 h. Afterward, 150 µL media were 
carefully removed, and 150 µL fresh media were replaced of the same volume before 
the addition of 20 µL of 12 mM MTT (Invitrogen, CA, USA). The cells were kept in the 
dark within a humidified incubator for 1 h. Finally, the particles were removed using 
100 µL PBS buffer replacement for 2 times, and 150 µL DMSO were added to dissolve 
the purple formazan crystal. Absorbance of the samples (cells incubated with particles) 
and blank (particles in media) at 570 nm was then analyzed using a Microplate Reader 
(Biochrom Anthos Zenyth 200 Microplate Reader, MA, USA).  

 

3.6 Cellular Uptake 

The cellular uptake was measured using RAW 264.7 cells and TAMRA dye (5-
carboxytetramethylrhodamine succinimidyl ester) represented the particle uptake into 
the cells. The RAW 264.7 cells were cultured and incubated with the particles: TAMRA-
labeled SPION-PLGA and TAMRA-labeled BSA in particles and indicated through a 
fluorescence microscope.  

First of all the cover slips were coated with poly-L-lysine overnight. Then the 
coated cover slips were washed with PBS buffer and placed in 12-well plates. RAW 
264.7 cells in the concentration of 2.5 × 105 cells/mL were seeded in 1 mL DMEM 
media on the coated cover slips in the incubator (37 °C in 5% CO2) for 24 h. Then, 100 
µL of 100 µg/mL obtained particles were added into the cells and incubated for 1 h 
and 3 h. Then, cells were washed for 3 times with PBS buffer, and fixed using 4% 
paraformaldehyde for 30 min at 4 °C. Subsequently, nucleuses of cells were stained 
by 30 nM DAPI dye solution (Invitrogen, CA, USA) for 5 min. After staining, the cells 
were washed with PBS buffer several times to remove the DAPI dye. The cells on cover 
slip were moved to demonstrate the cellular uptake using fluorescence microscopic 
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analysis (BX50 Olympus, Japan) with the ex/emit of 330/385 nm and 520/550 nm for 
DAPI and TAMRA, respectively.  

 

3.7 Induction of Dendritic Cell Maturation and Cytokine Production 

The induction of dendritic cell maturation and cytokine production were 
performed using murine bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BM-DCs) of mice. Female 
6-week-old BALB/c mice were obtained from National Laboratory Animal Center, 
Mahidol University and housed in Animal Center of Chulalongkorn University. All 
animal procedures were reviewed and approved by Chulalongkorn University Animal 
Care and Use Committee (protocol number 1573007). 

The BM-DCs were generated as previous described.[52, 53] Firstly, the bone 
marrow cells were prepared and seeded at the concentration of 1 × 106 cells in 24-
wells plates. The bone marrow cells were cultured in 1 mL of RPMI supplemented 
with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 0.2 mM L-glutamax, 
in the presence of 10 ng/mL recombinant murine GM-CSF (Peprotech, NJ, USA) and 10 
ng/mL recombinant murine IL-4 (Peprotech, NJ, USA) in a humidified incubator for 7 
days for the induction of the bone marrow cells to dendritic cells. On Day 7, the BM-
DCs were incubated with particles (100 µL of the particle suspension in water) without 
and with an external magnetic field of approximately 2,600 Gauss (generated from a 
cylindrical rare-earth magnet placing 4 mm below the plates) for 3 h. After the 
magnetic field was removed, the cells were continuously incubated for various times. 
Then the BM-DCs were collected using a cell scraper, and the supernatants were 
subjected to cytokine secretion analysis. The ability of particles for BM-DCs stimulation 
is dependent on cells maturation. The BM-DCs maturation were evaluated by first 
blocking the cellular Fc receptor with anti-mouse CD16/32 mAbs, and staining with 
fluorescence dye-labeled antibodies against murine CD11c, CD80, CD86 and MHC II. 
Unstimulated cells (cells that were not incubated with particles) were used as a 
negative control. All stained and unstained cells were then subjected to a flow 
cytometric analysis (FACSCaliburTM; BD Bioscience, NJ, USA), and analyzed by BD 
CellQuestTM software (BD Bioscience, NJ, USA). 
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The amount of interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-12 (IL-12), interferon-gamma (IFN-

γ), and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) cytokines in the collected supernatants of 
cells were determined by sandwich ELISA assay following the Biolegend’s protocol.[54] 
First step, the cytokine-specific capture antibodies was added into 96-wells plate and 
kept in dark at 4 °C for 16 h. Then the plate was washed several times using washing 
buffer (PBS buffer containing 0.05% of TWEEN® 20). Subsequently, the supernatant 
samples were added into the 96-wells plate and incubated for 2 h. After washing, the 
cytokine-specific detection antibodies with streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase system 
were added in the plate. 3,3’,5,5’-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) was used as a substrate. 
The absorbance was measured at 450 nm using a microplate reader (Biochrom Anthos 
Zenyth 200 Microplate Reader, MA, USA). 



 

 

CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter describes the results from experiments and discussion of the results. 
Firstly, the obtained superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs), SPION-
Polymers and BSA protein coated or encapsulated SPION-Polymers (BSA/SPION-
Polymer) were characterized to identify their compositions, morphology and charge. 
The SPION and BSA protein content in the composites were determined. For the 
second part, the particles were tested for their cytotoxicity and protein delivery to 
cells. For the final part, the particles were investigated for their potential to activate 
bone marrow-derived dendritic cells.   

 

4.1 Characterization of SPIONs 

4.1.1 Characterization of synthesized SPIONs morphology and size with TEM and FESEM 

The SPIONs were synthesized with an aim to compare thermal decomposition 
and co-preparation methods. The TEM images showed the obtained nanoparticles 
using two different methods (Figure 4.1), the thermal decomposition possessed 
monodispersed spherical shapes of iron oxide with an average diameter of 9.81 ± 0.57 
nm (Figure 4.1A). The thermal decomposition accomplished SPIONs with high 
crystallinity, relatively monodisperse and well-controlled size distribution because the 
surfactants and the high temperature successfully control their growth direction.[55]  
However, the preparation is more complicated than co-precipitation. For the co-
preparation method, the aggregations of nanoparticles are observed and their shapes 
and sizes are difficultly estimated (Figure 4.1B). Therefore, the SPIONs synthesizing form 
thermal decomposition methods were chosen to prepare the SPION-Polymer 
nanocomposites for protein delivery because of their narrow size distribution and good 
dispersion with stronger magnetic response. 
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Figure 4.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of SPIONs synthesized from 
(A) thermal decomposition and (B) co-preparation methods. 

 

4.1.2 Characterization of synthesized SPIONs crystal structures with X-ray diffraction 

 To analyze crystallize structure of selected iron oxide nanoparticles, we 
analyzed the obtained particles with the X-ray diffraction (XRD). It was found that the 
XRD pattern matches with the standard pattern files of both JCPDS 19-0629 (Magnetite, 
Fe3O4) and JCPDS 39-1346 (Maghemite, Fe2O3). Although the XRD could not specify the 
structure of nanoparticles, both magnetite and maghemite are ferromagnetic and they 
show strong magnetically responses of the nanoparticles as desired. However, for clear 
identification of the structure of SPIONs, we expected the black powder of SPIONs 
synthesized as the same process as previous studies could be mainly of magnetite 
structure.[25] 
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Figure 4.2  The XRD patterns of the synthesized superparamagnetic iron oxide 
nanoparticles (SPIONs) compared with the standard pattern files JCPDS 19-0629 
(magnetite) and JCPDS 39-1346 (maghemite).  

4.1.2 Magnetic properties characterization of synthesized SPIONs with superconducting 
quantum interference device-vibrating sample magnetometer (SQUID-VSM) 

In order to determine the magnetic response of particles, firstly synthesized iron 
oxide nanoparticles were checked the IR response with cylinder shape magnet. From 
the observation, they can be induced using an external magnetic suddenly (Appendix: 
Figure A1 A). Then, the synthesized nanoparticles was measured the blocking 
temperature. Zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) experiments were 
performed using SQUID-VSM measurement setup. The magnetic background signal 
from the sample holder and the quartz substrate were measured as the same 
condition with SPION samples (Figure 4.3). The sample holder itselfs contributes 
negligibly small in measurement. Therefore, M(H) loop measured is the combined 
responses of the quartz substrate and the glue. As can be observed in the graph, 
magnetic background due to the substrate and (GE) 7031 varnish glue is the 
diamagnetic type. It was observed in this measurement that the glue is not 
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quantitatively measured, and we could not control the amount of glue dispensed to 
adhere sample, so such measurement cannot be used for magnetic background 
correction. 

 

Figure 4.3 SQUID-VSM measured M(H) hysteresis loop for quartz substrate, glue and 
sample holder (background) for in-plane applied magnetic field at 20 K and 300 K. 

The curves of ZFC and FC magnetization for SPION were shown in Figure 4.4A. 
Since magnetic field was not applied while cooling the sample (ZFC), the spins are 
frozen in random directions, and the result showed the small magnetic moment (M ≈ 
40 µ emu). Furthermore, the magnetic moment was observed to increase with the 
temperature up to 172±20 K, but magnetic moment gradually decrease after this 
temperature. The maximum temperature (172±20 K) represented the blocking 
temperature, and the blocking temperature is characteristic features of magnetic 
nanoparticles. That the behavior was explained by Park et al.,[56] as these 
nanoparticles can be considered as some single domain magnets, the magnetization 
can fluctuate randomly by thermal fluctuation at high enough temperatures. In 
contrast, at low temperature the thermal energy becomes smaller, and the magnetic 
moments become blocked.[56] On contrary, in FC curve the magnetization is almost 
constant for temperature between 15 K to 120 K and decreases while increasing the 
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temperature because sample was cooled through the blocking temperature in 
presence of magnetic field. Therefore the spins will now be frozen in the direction of 
magnetic field.  

The M(H) hysteresis loop measured at the two extremities of the temperature 
was shown in Figure 4.4B. As anticipated, at 15 K the measured hysteresis resembles 
ferromagnetic behavior with coercivity HC = 167±10 Oe and saturation magnetization 
MS = 64.61± 0.30 µ emu at saturation magnetic field of HS = 1.59±0.10 kOe. In contrast, 
the hysteresis at 350 K has nearly zero remanence and coercivity with saturation 
magnetization MS = 62.80±0.31 µ emu at saturation magnetic field of HS = 1.60±0.10 
kOe. The noticeable decrease in the magnetic moment at 350 K could be interpreted 
as results of disorder and frustration in the spins of SPIONs due to thermal energy. 
Moreover, it should be noted that the magnetic response (MS) and scale in graph were 
not presented in standard units (emu/cm3 or emu/g) as the sample were prepared by 
drop coating method, and the amount of sample was measured using ICP-OES. The 
magnetic response per gram of all samples are equal to 16.79±0.33 emu/g. However, 
it is difficult to determine the exact thickness of film or the quantity of SPIONs on 
substrate because drop coating samples were not smooth on the substrate. 
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Figure 4.4 (A) M(T) hysteresis curve of SPION at 500 Oe for temperature between 15 
K to 350 K and (B) SQUID-VSM measured normalized M(H) hysteresis loop for SPION 
in-plane applied a magnetic field at 15 K and 350 K. 
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4.2 Characterization of BSA/SPIONs-Polymer 

4.2.1 Characterization of SPIONs-coated with modified poly(acrylic acid) (SPION-mPAA) 

4.2.1.1 Characterization of functional group of mPAA and BSA/SPION-mPAA with 
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) 

The poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) was modified as mentioned in the experimental parts 
(3.2.1). The FTIR spectra were used to identify the change of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) 
functional groups comparing before and after modification (Figure 4.5A and B). The PAA 
spectra exhibit a strong sharp band of C=O stretching at 1714 cm-1. The band region 
between 1130 and 1300 cm-1 is corresponding to (C-O) stretching and (O-H) bending 
vibrations. The peak around 3000 cm-1 results from C-H stretching.[57] 

After modification, modified PAA (mPAA) exhibits new peaks between 3300 cm-1 

and 3500 cm-1 consistent to characteristic peaks of amine (N-H stretching), and the 
bands at 1446 cm-1 and 1600 cm-1 are assigned to CH2 bending and N-H bending, 
respectively (Figure 4.5B). The mPAA coated SPIONs (SPION-mPAA) and BSA coated 
SPION-mPAA were confirmed by the mPAA characteristic peaks (Figure 4.5C and D). 
Therefore, the spectra could ensure that mPAA is modified on the SPIONs. However, it 
could not be evidently confirmed that BSA protein were incorporated onto the SPION-
mPAA because characteristic peaks of BSA protein (N-H bond) are similar to mPAA 
peak.[49] The incorporation of BSA onto SPION-mPAA is indicated using SEM-EDX 
technique (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.5 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) of (A) poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) 
(B) modified poly(acrylic acid) (mPAA) (C) superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 
(SPION)-mPAA and (D) BSA protein-coated SPION-mPAA (BSA/SPION-mPAA) 

4.2.1.2 Characterization of SPION-mPAA morphology and sizes with TEM and FESEM 

The TEM and FESEM images of obtained monodispersed SPIONs after coating 
with mPAA (SPION-mPAA) are demonstrated in Figure 4.6A and B, respectively. The 
TEM image showed only SPIONs dispersion. It was found that SPIONs dispersed better 
than one before coating (Figure 4.1A) because mPAA could protect and increase 
repulsive forces around the iron oxide surface.[22] In addition, the FESEM image of 
SPION-mPAA illustrates the mPAA polymer surface, as the mPAA formed spherical 
structures and their sizes are diversed. According to IR spectra, TEM and FESEM images, 
SPION-mPAA were similar in functional group and morphology to previous report about 
the quantum dot coated with mPAA from Somers et al.[49]. Therefore, we expect that 
the mPAA is inserted among oleic acid on iron oxide surface, and SPION-mPAA forms 
micellar of amphiphilic polymer as the scheme in the Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.6 (A) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image and (B) Field Emission 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) image of obtained SPION-mPAA particles. 

 

Figure 4.7 Scheme illustrate the preparation of SPION coated with mPAA (blue) from 
the SPION coated with oleic acid. 

In addition, the BSA protein-coated SPION-mPAA are confirmed using scanning 
electron microscopy with energy Dispersive x-ray analysis (SEM-EDX). SEM-EDX of 
SPION-mPAA before coating is shown in Figure 4.8, the EDX mapping illustrated only 
iron (Fe), oxygen (O) and carbon (C) from iron oxide and mPAA polymer, and it was 
found that silicon (Si) from substrate (data not show). The nitrogen (N) signal did not 
show in mapping, but it displayed small peak in EDX spectra as the mPAA has some 
small quantity of nitrogen in the structure (Figure 4.7). The nitrogen:iron ratio is 1:3. 
After BSA coating onto SPION-mPAA (Figure 4.9), the mapping is not observed nitrogen 
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as in the one before coating, but EDX spectra showed more nitrogen percentage 
comparing to iron (ratio 2:3) because the BSA protein are rich nitrogen in the structure. 
Therefore, these results could support that the BSA was successfully incorporated in 
SPION-mPAA. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 SEM-EDX of SPION-mPAA (A) SEM image and EDX mapping of various 
elements: (B) Fe, (C) O and (D) C, and (F) EDX spectra showing all elements in SPION-
mPAA particles. 
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Figure 4.9 SEM-EDX of BSA/SPION-mPAA (A) SEM image and EDX mapping of various 
elements (B) Fe, (C) O and (D) C, and (F) EDX spectra showing all elements in 
BSA/SPION-mPAA particles. 

 

Using a rare earth magnet SPION-mPAA showed weak magnetic responses 
(Appendix: Figure A1 B) likely because SPIONs with oleic acid as stabilizer were coated 
with another layer of mPAA as described in Figure 4.7. Each SPION was isolated from 
others as shown in TEM and FESEM images (Figure 4.6). Therefore, we did not 
characterize it using other techniques because we foresee that their magnetic response 
is not enough for further applications. 
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4.2.2 SPIONs-coated with Poly(D,L-lactide-co-gylcolide) (SPION-PLGA) 

4.2.2.1 Characterization of SPION-PLGA and BSA/SPION-PLGA morphology, size and 
charge with TEM, FESEM and Zetasizer analysis  

The obtained monodispersed SPIONs composited with the biocompatible PLGA 
(SPION-PLGA) using emulsion technique and double emulsion technique for 
encapsulating BSA protein (BSA/SPION-PLGA) were further size separated into two 
fractions: large and small sizes using centrifugation, with approximate size of 500 nm 
(called SPION-PLGA-L and BSA/SPION-PLGA-L) and 300 nm (called SPION-PLGA-S and 
BSA/SPION-PLGA-S). The hydrodynamic sizes of the aqueous suspensions of all the 
particles are displayed in Table 4.1. Beside the SPION-PLGA and BSA/SPION-PLGA 
particles, we prepared the PLGA and BSA/PLGA with two different sizes as control 
samples. The results of hydrodynamic sizes of all large particles showed sizes between 
505 and 536 nm, and the small size between 270 and 285 nm, which did not differ 
significantly for particles from the same fraction. Moreover, all small size samples 
exhibited narrow size distribution with PDI<0.2.[58] On contrary, the larger sizes 
demonstrated the PDI of more than 0.2, especially the PLGA encapsulating both SPION, 
and BSA (BSA/SPION-PLGA-L, PDI = 0.378 ± 0.022). The result might be from the process 
of double emulsion method that successfully included both SPIONs and BSA protein 
but difficulty in controlling the compositions of the two components, leading to wide 
distribution of SPIONs and BSA. The wide distribution in mass and density of each 
particle can lead to the large PDIs of these materials. 

The studies of particle surface charge were performed by measuring zeta 
potentials of colloidal particles in aqueous solution. The zeta potential data in Table 
4.1 indicated that all particles exhibited negative charge from -9 to -13 mV at pH 7, 
which was similar to previous reports.[59] The negative charge on the surface come 
from the carboxylic acid end groups of PLGA in combination with PVA stabilizer.[59] 
The negatively-charged colloidal particles are mostly observed for those particles with 
no aggregations similar to what we found in this study. 
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of particles hydrodynamic sizes, polydispersity indices (PDI), 
and zeta potentials using a Zetasizer 

Particles 
Hydrodynamic 
Size (nm)a 

PDI 
Zeta Potential 

(mV) 

PLGA-L 520 ± 57 0.239 ± 0.019 -11.4  ± 0.2 
PLGA-S 272 ± 7 0.098 ± 0.027 -10.2  ± 0.1 
BSA/PLGA-L 519 ± 43 0.282 ± 0.010 -13.7  ± 0.2 
BSA/PLGA-S 270 ± 1 0.115 ± 0.018 -10.0  ± 0.6 
SPION-PLGA-L 505 ± 26 0.319 ± 0.023 -11.2  ± 0.2 
SPION-PLGA-S 277 ± 18 0.163 ± 0.006 -9.7  ± 0.4 
BSA/SPION-PLGA-L 536 ± 11 0.378 ± 0.022 -13.4  ± 0.2 
BSA/SPION-PLGA-S 285 ± 20 0.167 ± 0.030 -11.7  ± 0.4 

 

For investigation on particle morphology and confirmation of their sizes using 
FESEM, two different sizes of PLGA particles were chosen as representatives of all 
particles (Figure 4.10). FESEM images demonstrated that PLGA particles were spherical 
with smooth surface with the diameter of 503.76 ± 92.45 nm for large particles (PLGA-
L) and 308.42 ± 60.10 nm for small particles (PLGA-S). 

 

Figure 4.10 FESEM images showing the morphologies of particles (A) PLGA-L and (B) 
PLGA-S. 
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Moreover, relatively uniform distribution of the 10 nm SPIONs in both the SPION-
PLGA-L and SPION-PLGA-S could be clearly observed in the TEM images (Figure 4.11 A 
and B). For TEM images of BSA-loaded particles, BSA/SPION-PLGA-L and BSA/SPION-
PLGA-S are (Figure 4.11 C and D) loading of BSA did not induce significant morphological 
changes to the particles as the size and shape of both the large and the small BSA-
loaded particles were similar to their corresponding unloaded particles. However, the 
BSA/SPION-PLGA-L image showed different contrast in particles suggestions that the 
particles that the comprised two layers. 

From the preparation method and the TEM images, we speculate that the 
obtained SPION-PLGA particles are oil in water emulsion with the SPION dispersing in 
oil layer inside PLGA and surfactant (PVA) as shown in Figure 4.12A. Moreover, 
BSA/SPION-PLGA was observed as a core-shell structure in which the SPION-PLGA forms 
into the shell, and the core is the aqueous phase containing BSA (structure as in Figure 
4.12B). However, for the small size of BSA/SPION-PLGA, a core-shell structure was not 
noticeable. 

 

Figure 4.11 TEM images of SPION encapsulated in PLGA (A) SPION-PLGA-L, (B) SPION-
PLGA-S, and SPION with BSA encapsulated in PLGA (C) BSA/SPION-PLGA-L and (D 
BSA/SPION-PLGA-S. 
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Figure 4.12 Proposed structures of SPIONs encapsulated in PLGA (A) SPION-PLGA 
(oil/water emulsion) and (B) BSA/SPION-PLGA (water/oil/water double emulsion). 

4.2.2.2 Characterization of functional groups of PLGA and BSA/SPION-PLGA using Furier 
transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) 

 

Figure 4.13 FTIR spectra of (A) SPIONs, (B) Poly(D,L-lactide-co-gylcolide) PLGA, (C) 
SPION-PLGA and (D) BSA-loaded SPION-PLGA (BSA/SPION-PLGA) particles.  
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The SPIONs, PLGA particles, SPIONs coated with PLGA, and BSA-loaded SPION-
PLGA spectra were recorded on FTIR spectrometer (Figure 4.13). The FTIR spectrum of 
SPIONs (Figure 4.13A) shows the prominent peak at 2950 – 2850 cm-1 corresponding to 
a C-H stretching of oleic acid [60] on the SPION surface. Figure 4.13B shows the 
spectrum of PLGA particles with sharp peak at 1765-1750 cm−1 and IR bands at 1300-
1090 cm−1 in consistent to C=O stretching and C-C-O stretching, respectively. The peaks 
at 1190 – 1085 cm−1 and 3100 - 2950 cm−1 are assigned to C-O-C stretching and O-H 
stretching of the carboxylic acid of the PLGA polymer.[61] The FTIR spectrum of the 
SPION-PLGA particles (Figure 4.13C) exhibits characteristic peaks of both SPIONs and 
PLGA particles. Likewise, the BSA/SPION-PLGA (Figure 4.13D) demonstrates the 
characteristic peaks of both, but two characteristic peaks of BSA (amides I: 1700–1600 
and amides II: 1550–1500 cm−1)[62] were not clearly observed because the peaks are 
in the same regions as PLGA particles. Moreover, C-H stretching of oleic acid seems to 
decrease because of the effect of BSA protein. 

4.2.2.3 Detection of Iron and BSA protein content in the SPION-PLGA and BSA/SPION-
PLGA with inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) and 
UV-Visible Spectroscopy 

The SPION contents were determined using ICP-OES analysis with the calculation 
from %Fe content converted to Fe3O4. The results found that the particles contain 
21.6 ± 3.0 and 27.1 ± 2.9 % w/w of Fe3O4 in the SPION-PLGA-L and SPION-PLGA-S, 
respectively (Table 4.2). However, in the presence of BSA in the particles, the SPION 
percentages reduced to 15.3 ± 2.6% and 15.6 ± 0.8% in the BSA/SPION-PLGA-L and 
BSA/SPION-PLGA-S particles, respectively. The decrease in percentage of SPIONs agree 
with TEM images (Figure 4.11), where the BSA in aqueous phase seems to be at the 
center or core of particles as obviously seen in BSA/SPION-PLGA-L. Likewise the BSA 
content in the PLGA particles were approximate 7%, their content reduced to 5.6 ± 
0.4 and 3.1 ± 0.4 % for BSA/SPION-PLGA-L and BSA/SPION-PLGA-S, respectively (Table 
4.2).  

The protein loading content is approximately 3-5 times less than the SPION 
loading content for both the large and the small composite particles regardless of the 
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fact that the same weight of BSA and SPIONs were used in the fabrication process. This 
indicates that SPIONs are more easily retained in the composite particles as compared 
to the BSA. Bigger size of the phase-separated SPIONs comparing to the water soluble 
BSA is likely the reason. 

Table 4.2 Investigation of SPION loading and protein loading contents of all prepared 
particles.  

Particles  SPION Contents (%w/w) a BSA Contents (%w/w)b 

PLGA-L  None None 
PLGA-S  None None 
BSA/PLGA-L  None 6.8 ± 0.1 
BSA/PLGA-S  None 7.1 ± 1.5 
SPION-PLGA-L  21.6 ± 3.0 None 
SPION-PLGA-S  27.1 ± 2.9 None 
BSA/SPION-PLGA-L  15.3 ± 2.6 5.6 ± 0.4 
BSA/SPION-PLGA-S  15.6 ± 0.8 3.1 ± 0.4 

a % SPION loading was calculated from the iron content obtained from ICP-OES 
analysis of the digested particles. 

b % BSA loading was quantified by UV-Visible spectroscopy from the extracted 
protein solution. 

4.2.2.4 Investigation of PLGA particles stability  

In this study, PLGA was selected based on the fact that PLGA is the well accepted 
biocompatible and biodegradable polymer. Here the biodegradability of the PLGA-L 
and the PLGA-S particles when kept at 37 °C with 5% CO2 in PBS buffer of pH 7.4 
(similar as cells culture condition) was also confirmed through their morphological 
change and decrease in size using FESEM (Figure 4.14). The both PLGA particles sizes 
(PLGA-L and PLGA-S) appear as spherical shape with smooth surface before incubation 
(Figure 4.10), and they remain the same sizes and surface structures after one day of 
incubation (Figures 4.14A and D), respectively. However, after two days of incubation 
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as shown in Figure 4.14B and E, both sizes of particles start to agglomerate and fuse 
together. Moreover, the fused particles appeared smaller after seven days of 
incubation (Figure 4.14C and F). This results indicate the degradation of the polymer, 
and this phenomenon was likely more obvious in PLGA-S. This observation suggests 
that the PLGA particles are biodegradable and can gradually release the protein or 
other molecules after incubation at 37 °C mimic as body temperature [63], and PLGA 
can be kept at 4 °C more than 2 weeks without fusion.  

 

Figure 4.14 FESEM images of PLGA-L particles (A-C) and PLGA-S (D-F) after being 
incubated in a 24 well-plate at 37 °C with 5% CO2 in PBS buffer pH 7.4 for 1 (A, D), 2 
(B, E), and 7 (C, F) days.  

From these characterizations, we chose the SPION-PLGA to test for cytotoxicity, 
protein delivery and cell activation due to its stronger magnetic response than SPION-
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mPAA (Appendix: Figure A1). As the FESEM and TEM results show that PLGA 
encapsulate many SPION particles and can gradually release the protein at 37 °C (body 
temperature), the particles are suitable to use in the application that we are interested.  

 

4.3 Cytotoxicity Testing and Cellular Uptake and Protein Delivery 

4.3.1 Cytotoxicity testing  

Before antigen presenting cells activation testing, it is important to evaluate the 
toxicity of the BSA/SPION-PLGA compared with particles without BSA protein or SPION. 
Here, the in vitro cytotoxicity of them with different administered concentration ranging 
from 10 to 1000 µg/mL on macrophage cell line (Raw264.7 cell).  

This experiment was studied via MTT assay and discovered at 24, 48 and 72 
hours as shown in Figure 4.15. Many researches have reported that PLGA polymer and 
magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles are biocompatible to many cells [11, 40]. In this 
study, all nanoparticles and magnetic nanocomposites at the concentrations of lower 
than 100 µg/mL exhibited very biocompatible with Raw264.7 cell. However, we chose 
the concentration of 100 µg/mL for cellular activation even though the cell viability 
was lower because high SPIONs concentration has been reported to show high 
activation [64] Moreover, Raw264.7 (macrophage) cells were reported to be more 
sensitive than other cell such as epithelium and stem cells [65, 66], so the cell viability 
reported here were lower than the value reported normally. 

Furthermore, particles with SPIONs show increase toxicity with increasing 
concentration. This can probably be related to the ability of the SPIONs to generate 
reactive oxygen species and thus produce dose-dependent cytotoxicity.[67] More 
pronounced toxicity was observed after for 48 h and 72 h incubation (Figure 4.15). 
Moreover, the large particles (solid line) exhibited more cytotoxicity than small size 
(dashed line) and obviously observed after 24 h. Therefore, we have concluded that 
both sizes (300 nm and 500 nm) of SPION-PLGA and BSA/SPION-PLGA particles should 
be used at the concentrations of 100 µg/mL, and our further experiments conform to 
this concentration limit. 
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Figure 4.15 Cytotoxicity of the SPION, PLGA and SPION-PLGA with and without BSA 
protein in macrophages cell line (Raw 264.7). Cell viability from the MTT assay after 
incubating the cells with the tested particles at 37 °C with 5% CO2 for 24 h, 48 h and 

72 h. Data are shown as mean  SD, derived from 3 repeats.   

4.3.2 Cellular uptake of particles and protein delivery 

Cellular uptake of the different sizes of PLGA encapsulating SPION (SPION-PLGA-
L and SPION-PLGA-S) were evaluated on Raw 264.7 cells under an external magnetic 
field. Here the TAMRA-labeled SPION-PLGA-L and TAMRA-labeled SPION-PLGA-S were 
used (100 g of particles contained 180 ng of TAMRA). The particles were incubated 
with 250,000 cells. The image examples from fluorescent microscope measurement 
are shown in Figure 4.16. For investigation of cellular uptake, the blue fluorescence 

from nucleuses stained with DAPI dye was observed at ex/emit of 330/385 nm (Figure 
4.16B). The red fluorescence of TAMRA dye represented SPION-PLGA particles was 

detected at ex/emit of 520/550 nm (Figure 4.16C). For better observation of the 
particles uptake into cells, the overlay of cells and particles was performed in this 
study. Figure 4.16D demonstrated the particles penetrated into the cytoplasm of the 
cells, they enclosed the nucleus. 
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Figure 4.16 Cellular uptake of particles. Fluorescent microscopic images of particles 
uptake into Raw 264.7 cells under various light wavelength (A) normal white light, (B) 
blue fluorescence from nucleus of Raw 264.7 cells stained with DAPI dye, (C) red 
fluorescence from particles encapsulating TAMRA dye and (D) overlay of nucleuses 
(blue) and particles (red). 

The tested SPION-PLGA-L and SPION-PLGA-S were incubated with the cells for 1 
h and 3 h under normal condition (control, no magnetic field) and under an external 
magnetic field of 2,600 Gauss (Figure 4.17). Under normal condition, almost no TAMRA 
fluorescence signal could be observed inside the cells that were incubated with both 
sizes of the particles (Figure 4.17 Rows 1-2, and Columns 1-2), even after 1 h and 3 h 
incubation, indicating that the particles were not taken up into the cells. In contrast, 
in the presence of the magnetic field, obvious TAMRA fluorescence could be observed 
inside the cells that had been incubated with the large particles (SPION-PLGA-L) for 1 
h (Figure 4.17 Row 1, Column 3) and more pronounced signals were observed at 3 h 
incubation (Figure 4.17 Row 2, Column 3), implying significant cellular uptake of the 
particles. The location of the TAMRA signal was in the cytoplasm outside the nucleus, 
indicating that the particles were in the cytoplasm area of the cells. Interestingly, in 
presence of the same magnetic field, the small size particles (SPION-PLGA-S) were not 
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significantly taken up into the cells for 1 h incubation. However, the results of 3 h 
incubation exhibits that little fluorescent signals of the TAMRA could be observed 
inside the cells incubated with TAMRA-labeled SPION-PLGA-S. It should be noted here 
that the two sizes of particles containing the same loading of SPIONs in term of mass 
ratios. This means that when comparing the numbers of SPIONs per particle, the larger 
particles actually contain more SPIONs than the smaller particles. The reason for the 
discrepancy in cellular uptake between the 300 and the 500 nm TAMRA-labeled SPION-
PLGA under a magnetic field may relate to the fact that the larger particles contain 
higher numbers of the SPIONs, and thus respond better to the magnetic field. From 
the results, we conclude that an external magnetic field can significantly increase 
cellular uptake of the SPION-PLGA particles, and the stimulation by the magnetic field 
is more pronounced for the larger particles, comparing to the smaller ones.  

 

Figure 4.17 Cellular uptake of particles. Fluorescent microscopic images of RAW264.7 
cells after 1 h (Row 1) and 3 h (Row 2) incubation at 37 °C with 5% CO2, under no 
magnetic field and under 2,600 Gauss magnetic field, with BSA-unloaded SPION-PLGA 
particles: TAMRA-labeled SPION-PLGA-L, TAMRA-labeled SPION-PLGA-S. Scale bars in 
all figures indicate 40 µm. 

For investigation of the potential of particles for BSA protein delivery, the 
particles encapsulating TAMRA-labeled BSA protein (BSA/SPION-PLGA) were studied in 
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this experiment. The BSA/SPION-PLGA-L and the BSA/SPION-PLGA-S were tested for 
their ability to be taken up into the RAW264.7 cells under a presence/absence of an 
external magnetic field, the highest uptake was observed for the large particles with a 
presence of the magnetic field (Figure 4.18 Rows 1-2, Columns 3-4), similar to the 
previous uptake experiment (Figure 4.17). Without SPIONs embedding in the particles, 
no significant uptake could be observed, i.e., both the large and the small BSA/PLGA 
particles (Figure 4.18 Row 1) produced no significant TAMRA fluorescence inside the 
cells. Therefore, we conclude that we can load protein into the 300 and 500 nm SPION-
PLGA particles and use a magnetic field to help directing these protein-loaded particles 
across cell membrane into the interior of the cells, particularly the SPION-PLGA-L (500 
nm).  

 

Figure 4.18 Cellular uptake of TAMRA- labeled BSA particles. Fluorescent microscopic 
images of RAW264.7 cells after 3 h- incubation at 37 °C with 5% CO2, under no 
magnetic field and under 2,600 Gauss magnetic field, BSA-loaded SPION-free particles 
(Row 1), TAMRA-labeled BSA/PLGA-L, TAMRA-labeled BSA/PLGA-S, TAMRA-labeled 
BSA-loaded SPION-PLGA particles (Row 2), TAMRA-labeled BSA/SPION-PLGA-L, TAMRA-
labeled BSA/SPION-PLGA-S in absence/presence of magnetic field. Scale bars in all 
figures indicate 40 µm. 

To confirm that the particles were internalized into Raw264.7 cells, the SPION-
PLGA-L was chosen to be further investigated using confocal laser scanning microscopy 
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(CLSM) technique because it showed the most uptake into the cells under an external 
magnetic field as shown in fluorescent microscopic images (Figure 4.17). The CLSM was 
performed in Z stacking mode to observe particles (red) and nuclease cells (blue) at 
different planes along the Z axis. At the uppermost layer (Figure A), low signals from 
particles were observed. Then, when images was captured at deeper planes, the red 
signals of many particles are clearly observed at the same layer as the nucleuses 
(Figure C and D). These results suggested that the higher concentration of SPION-PLGA-
L particles were taken into the cytoplasm around the nucleuses as mentioned in report 
of Arruebo, et al. [18] that the magnetic nanoparticles can be internalized into dendritic 
or macrophage cells through endocytosis or phagocytosis. However, some particles 
may be localized outside cell membrane as small signals were observed at the top 
and bottom of the cells when nucleuses signals disappeared at the highest and lowest 
layers of z planes (Figure A and F). 

 

Figure 4.19 Cellular uptake of particles. Confocal laser scanning microscopic (CLSM) 
images of RAW264.7 cells (nuclease cells: blue) with TAMRA-labeled SPION-PLGA-L 
(TAMRA: red) after 3 h incubation at 37 °C with 5% CO2, under 2,600 Gauss magnetic 
field.  
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4.4 Induction of Dendritic Cell Maturation and Cytokine Production 

4.4.1 Induction of dendritic cell Maturation with flow cytometry analysis (FACS) 

The induction of dendritic cell maturation were performed using murine bone 
marrow-derived dendritic cells (BM-DCs) of mice. Mature BM-DCs are capable of 
inducing potent adaptive immune responses that consequently result in an ability to 
eliminate the recognized invading pathogens.[68] The antigen carrier for vaccination 
should thus possess the immunogenic properties to induce DC maturation.[69] To 
investigate the effects of the 300 and 500 nm BSA loaded/unloaded SPION-PLGA 
compared with SPION-free PLGA particles on BM-DC maturation, BM-DCs were 
incubated with the particles in a presence or absence of an external magnetic field, 
and the surface expressions of the maturation markers CD80, CD86 and MHC class II 
were then determined through the use of specific fluorescence labeled antibodies 
coupled with a flow cytometry. Under an external magnetic field, the cells treated 
with all PLGA-based particles showed significantly increased CD80, CD86 and MHC class 
II levels (Figure 4.19) as compared to the negative control, with the exception of only 
in cells treated with the PLGA-S where their CD86 level did not significantly differ from 
the negative control. The results are consistent to the stimulation effect of PLGA 
reported previously.[70] The small sized particles seemed to own less efficacy to exert 
DC maturation. Particles containing SPIONs showed significantly higher stimulation 
effect comparing to the PLGA particles with no SPIONs.  

It should be noted here that under no external magnetic field, SPION-containing 
PLGA (SPION-PLGA-S) particles possess similar degree of maturation induction to the 
SPION-free PLGA (PLGA-S) particles (Figure 4.20). It is likely that under the presence of 
an external magnetic field, the SPION-PLGA particles were more efficiently taken up 
into the BM-DCs as compared to the SPION-free PLGA particles. It has been reported 
previously that metal-based nanoparticles can activate innate immune cells, including 
DCs, through the mediation of Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling.[71] Thus, it is likely 
that iron oxide nanoparticles may be a key factor for the enhanced immunogenic 
properties observed for the SPION-PLGA.  
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Figure 4.20 Induction of DC maturation. BM-DCs were incubated with each of the 
PLGA and SPION-PLGA particles (100 µg/mL) at 37 °C under 5% CO2 in the presence 
of 2,600 Gauss magnetic field for 3 h, then the magnetic field was removed and 
incubation was carried out for another 48 h. BM-DC maturation markers were 
determined by flow cytometric analysis. The DC marker, CD11c was gated and the 
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CD80, CD86 and MHC class II were evaluated. 
*indicates the statistical significant difference between the samples, as determined 
by one way ANOVA Tukey HSD (n=3) at p < 0.05. 
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Figure 4.21 Induction of DC maturation. BM-DCs were incubated with each of the 
SPION-PLGA-S particles (100 µg/mL) at 37 °C under 5% CO2 incubation for another 48 
h, under absence of magnetic field. BM-DC maturation markers were determined by 
flow cytometric analysis. The DC marker, CD11c was gated and the mean fluorescence 
intensity (MFI) of CD80, CD86 and MHC class II were evaluated. 

Moreover, both sizes of the PLGA and SPION-PLGA loading BSA protein exhibited 
DC maturation as shown in Figure 4.21. The BSA/PLGA particles showed similar 
activation results of the BM-DCs maturation as PLGA particles. However, with the 
presence of BSA, SPION-PLGA exhibited slightly lower surface expressions of the 
maturation markers CD80, CD86 and MHC class II than the absence of BSA protein 
because when BSA loading the SPION will decrease and less uptake into the cells. 

Therefore, this experiment could ensure us that the BSA protein seemingly show 
no significance in stimulation of BM-DCs, but the cells stimulation depending on SPIONs 
content in the particle. The effect from cellular uptake and ability of SPIONs for cell 
activation may be the main reason for this observation. 
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Figure 4.22 Induction of DC maturation. BM-DCs were incubated with each of the 
BSA/PLGA and BSA/SPION-PLGA particles (100 µg/mL) at 37 °C under 5% CO2 in the 
presence of 2,600 Gauss magnetic field for 3 h, then the magnetic field was removed 
and incubation was carried out for another 48 h. BM-DC maturation markers were 
determined by flow cytometric analysis. The DC marker, CD11c was gated and the 
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CD80, CD86 and MHC class II were evaluated. * 
indicates the statistical significant difference between the samples, as determined by 
one way ANOVA Tukey HSD (n=3) at p < 0.05. 

4.4.2 Cytokine Production performing with ELISA assay 

The induction of dendritic cells maturation usually leads to the production of 
cytokines that subsequently govern the responses of adaptive immunity and the 
amplification of innate immune functions.[5, 72] Therefore, we next examined the 
effect of the PLGA and SPION-PLGA particles on the pro-inflammatory cytokine 
secretion of the BM-DCs. BM-DCs were stimulated with the tested particles in the 

presence of an external magnetic field, and the production of IL-12, IFN-γ, IL-6 and 

TNF-α were measured by ELISA (Figure 4.22). Although the SPION-free PLGA particles 
were capable of inducing some BM-DC maturation (Figure 4.18), they poorly mediated 
the cytokine production, i.e., all the four cytokine levels of the PLGA particle-treated 
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cells were not significantly different from those of the controls. Interestingly, the 
SPION-PLGA-L particles (500 nm of size) could notably enhance the levels of IL-12, IFN-
γ and IL-6, as significantly compared to the control. These effects were limited to only 
the large particles; the SPION-PLGA-S particles (300 nm of size) did not produce any 
significantly increased levels of the four cytokines. It is likely that the stimulation effect 
of the SPION-PLGA-L particles is related to their ability to be effectively taken up into 
cells under an external magnetic field. Nevertheless, other factors may play a role, 
e.g., the size of PLGA particles has been shown to be critical for the functional 
properties of dendritic cells.[73] The size of less than 200 nm are more favorable for 
triggering the inflammatory and cell-mediated immune responses, while the sizes of 
larger than 300 nm, as our PLGA-L and PLGA-S particles, are less effective to induce 
the pro-inflammatory cytokine production.[73] It is possible that the upregulation of 
the three cytokines (IL-12, IFN-γ and IL-6) observed for the SPION-PLGA-L occurs 
through the TLR signaling pathway since an ability of the SPION particles to mediate 
TLR signal transduction via MyD88 adaptor and pro-inflammatory cytokine upregulation 
have been reported.[74] In facts, several metal-based nanoparticles can stimulate pro-
inflammatory cytokine production in immune cells in a dose- and size-dependent 
manners.[71], [75] Furthermore, the BSA/PLGA and BSA/SPION-PLGA results exhibited 
that enhance only IL-12 cytokines production more than PLGA but still less than SPION-
PLGA-L as shown in Figure 4.23. However, BSA-loaded particles significantly inhibited 
upregulation of the three cytokines (IFN-γ, TNF-α and IL-6). 

IL-12 and IFN-γ are the key cytokines that drive Th1 differentiation[76] and exert 
cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) effector functions[77], [78] as well as memory CD8 T cell 
generation.[79], [80] Therefore, an ability of the SPION-PLGA-L particle to upregulate 
these two cytokines implies that targeting DCs by this antigen carrier could possibly 
help provoking the protective immunity against specific pathogens such as intracellular 
bacteria and viruses. 
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Figure 4.23 Stimulation of cytokine production. BM-DCs were incubated with each of 
the tested PLGA and SPION-PLGA particles (100 µg/mL) at 37 °C under 5% CO2 in the 
presence of 2,600 Gauss magnetic field for 3 h. Then the magnetic field was removed 
and incubation was carried out for another 48 h. Cytokine analysis was evaluated 
through ELISA. * indicates the statistical significant difference between the samples, 
as determined by one way ANOVA Tukey HSD (n=3) at p < 0.05. 
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Figure 4.24 Stimulation of cytokine production. BM-DCs were incubated with each of 
the BSA-loaded particles (100 µg/mL) at 37 °C under 5% CO2 in the presence of 2,600 
Gauss magnetic field for 3 h, then the magnetic field was removed and incubation 
was carried out for another 48 h. Cytokine analysis was evaluated through ELISA. * 
indicates the statistical significant difference between the samples, as determined by 
one way ANOVA Tukey HSD (n=3) at p < 0.05. 



 

 

CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 

In this study, we show the synthesis of the superparamagnetic iron oxide 
nanoparticles (SPION) using two difference methods. The thermal decomposition using 
iron-oleate as starting materials, oleic acid as surfactant, and 1-octadecene as solvent 
exhibit more uniform SPIONs and better dispersion than co-precipitation method. 
Then, the obtained SPIONs were used to prepare SPION-Polymer and also load the 
BSA (a model protein antigen) by comparing two biocompatible polymer: mPAA and 
PLGA. SPION-PLGA particles showed advantages over SPION-mPAA particles in that the 
SPION-PLGA particles exhibit stronger magnetic response and could control protein 
release by temperature. 

The biocompatible/biodegradable PLGA particles containing SPIONs (SPION-PLGA 
particles) and the BSA-loaded SPION-PLGA particles (BSA/SPION-PLGA) were 
investigated for their toxicity, cellular uptake and efficiency in BM-DCs activation. The 
cytotoxicity and cellular uptake were performed on macrophage cell line (Raw 264.7). 
From the cytotoxicity studies, PLGA-based particles with the concentration of 100 
µg/mL and below exhibit acceptable low toxicity and could be used in biological 
experiments. Moreover, under an external magnetic field, we have demonstrated a 
significantly better cellular uptake of the relatively non-toxic SPION-PLGA and the 
BSA/SPION-PLGA particles into Raw 264.7 cells, as compared to the uptake of the 
particles under no external magnetic field. The large particles (500 nm) SPION-PLGA 
particles perform better in cellular uptake and BSA protein delivery than the small 
SPION-PLGA (300 nm) particles. 

In addition, the effects of SPION-PLGA and BSA/SPION-PLGA on BM-DC activation 
were tested. From the experiment, it is clearly shown that the combined SPIONs with 
PLGA and an external magnetic field can significantly enhance BM-DCs maturation by 
upregulating surface molecule MHC II, CD80 and CD86 expression. Nevertheless, the 
BM-DCs maturation significantly decrease from SPION-PLGA in the presence of BSA 
protein in particles because of less SPIONs content in particles leading to lower cellular 
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uptake. We also verify that our SPION-PLGA particles can significantly produce 

upregulation of the IL-12, IFN-γ and IL-6 in the BM-DC cells under an external magnetic 
field. 

With the abilities of our SPION-PLGA particles when combined with an external 
magnetic field to significantly induce immune response, we anticipate more 
investigations on this novel platform for vaccine applications, including a possible 
replacement of the needle antigen injection with the magnetic field-guided antigen 
delivery. More improvement and development are needed to increase the BM-DCs 
activation with cytokines production efficiency and develop effective systems for in 
vivo applications. 
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APPENDIX 

 



 

 

 

Figure A1 SPIONs and SPIONs-polymer particles including (A) SPIONs, (B) SPION-mPAA, 
(C) SPION-PLGA-L and (D) SPION-PLGA-S without and with a magnet for 1 h. 

 

Figure A2 TGA curves for measuring weight loss of PLGA (Blue), SPION-PLGA (Green), 
and BSA/SPION-PLGA particles (Red) 
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Figure A3 Examples of Zeta sizer analysis of (A) particles size curve and polydispersity 
indices (PDI), and (B) zeta potential curve 
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Figure A4 Particle contamination testing, particles and DI water spreading onto brain 
heart infusion (BHI) agar after 2 day incubation at 37 °C with 5% CO2. (BHI agar is 
recommended as a universal medium for testing aerobic bacteria and primary 
recovery of fungi contaminations[81]) 

 

 

Figure A5 Cytotoxicity study after cellular uptake of particles onto Raw264.7 in 96-
well plate and 12-well plate 
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Figure A6 ELISA tasting of supernatant dendritic cells in 96-well plate (A) after adding 
TMB substrate and (B) after stop reaction using H2SO4 

 

Figure A7 Cytotoxicity of the SPION, PLGA and SPION-PLGA with and without BSA 
protein in dendritic cell line (Jaw II). Cell viability from the MTT assay after incubating 
the cells with the tested particles at 37 °C with 5% CO2 for 24 h. Data are shown as 

mean  SD, derived from 3 repeats.   
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The Raw264.7 cell viability after incubated with particles were used to calculate 
Inhibitory dose concentration (IC50) of particles using linear curves equation between 
particle concentration and cell viability. From the calculation, all small particles 
showed IC50 of more than 1 mg/mL for 24 and 48 hours but they showed increases in 
toxicity at 72 hours. Large nanocomposites and SPIONs showed more toxicity than the 
small sizes, as the large particles exhibited IC50 of more than 400 µg/mL (Table A1). 
However, the particle concentration of 100 µg/mL, which were used in cell activation 
experiment, exhibited low toxicity of less than 60% cell viability (Figure 4.15).  

Table A1 Inhibitory dose concentration (IC50) of SPIONs, PLGA particles and 
nanocomposites (mg/mL) on Raw264.7 cells at various time incubations. 

Particles 24 h 48 h 72 h 

PLGA-L 1.89 1.06 0.81 

PLGA-S 1.00 1.59 1.03 

BSA/PLGA-L 2.80 0.83 0.45 

BSA/PLGA-S 2.37 1.65 0.81 

SPION-PLGA-L 0.89 0.53 0.76 

SPION-PLGA-S 1.86 2.33 0.56 

BSA/SPION-PLGA-L 0.76 0.52 0.56 

BSA/SPION-PLGA-S 2.68 1.58 0.86 

SPIONs 0.48 0.48 0.43 
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Figure A8 Examples of flow cytometry analysis data from control (dendritic cells 
were unstimulated) and particles (activated with particles): forward scattering (FSC) 
against side scattering (SSC), and cell population of surface maturation marker 
CD11c, CD80, CD86 and MHC II. 
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Figure A9 Examples of flow cytometry analysis data from control (dendritic cells were 
unstimulated) and particles (activated with particles): forward scattering (FSC) against 
side scattering (SSC), and cell surface expression of CD11c, CD80, CD86 and MHC II. 
Filled histograms represent isotype matched control antibody staining. Numbers 
indicate MFI of stained cells. 
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